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Experimental limit on monojet production in e+e--annihilation 

Abstract 

We have searched for monojet production in e+e--annihilation 
with the CELLO d~tector operating at the highest PETRA energies. 
No events were found, which makes it unlikely that the recently 
observed monojets in pp collisions originate from unusual zo 
decays. 

The upper limits on monojet cross sections are compared with 
var1ou~ models, thus yielding upper limits on the production 
cross sections of Higgs bosons and Higgsinos. 
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Recently the UA1 Collaboration 1 ) reported the observation of 
a novel type of events in pp collisions, containing a single 
narrow jet of particles (''monojet") associated with a large 

missing transverse energy. They found no conventional expla
nation for such events within the Standard Model. 

Many speculations about the origin of these events have been 
put forward. They tan be grouped into two categories: (i) the 
monojets originate from new types of particles ( e.g. composite, 
coloured or supersymmetric particles), or (ii) the monojets 
arise from unusual decays of neutral vector bosons (Z 0

). The 
latter hypothesis has been put forward by Glashow and Manohar 2 ), 
who pointed out that in such a case, the monojets should also 
be observable in e+e--annihilation. With a branching ratio 
of zo into monojets of a few percent as suggested by the p~ 

data, the monojet production cross section is in the order 
of 0.5 pb at a center of mass energy of 44 GeV. Around this 
energy we have an integrated luminosity of about 22 pb-l 

Therefore, such a clean signature as a monojet should be obser·vable. 

In this letter we report on a search for monojets with the 
CELLO detector at PETRA. The CELLO detector is especlally well 
suited for such a search, because it has an almost hermetic 
coverage for charged and neutral particle detection 3 ). 

The data sample was taken in 3 runs with the following integrated 
luminosities: 

11.5 pb-l equally distributed between IS= 40 and 46.78 GeV 
9.4 pb._ 1 at IS = 44 GeV 
1.1 pb- 1 at IS= 46.3 GeV 

We briefly summarize the detector elements used in this analysis. 
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(a) the central tracking detector measures charged particles 
with icos(G) I < 0.9, where G is the polar angle between 

the particles and the positron beam direction 
(b) 4 endcap proportional chambers, two on each side of the 

central detector, supplement the central detector for 

charge particle tracking in the range 0.90 < cos(O) < 0.99 
(c) the central calorimeter covers cos(O) < 0.86. It consists 

of 20 radiation lengths of lead strips lmmersed ln llquid 
argon. The showers are sampled 6 times 1n depth and 
the fine segmentation results in an angular resolution 

a~ = (6 ± 1) mrad in azimuth and 

in 0 and an energy resolution of 
00 

OE/E 
where E is the shower energy in GeV 

(10 ~ 2) mrad 

= 0.05 + 0.10/•'E, 

(d) the endcap calorimeter covers 0.92 < lcos(O) i< 0.99, 
and is a lead-liquid argon calorimeter with similar 

properties as the central calorimeter 

(e) a lead scintillator calorimeter covers 0.85 <:cos(G) 
< 0.93. This so-called hole tagger covers the acceptance 
gap betWeen the endcap and central calorimeter. Particles 
entering this region traverse 2 lead scintillator sand

wiches with a total of about 8 radiation lengths of 
material before the final scint1llator plane. A total 
of 16 modules are arranged such that 8 modules cover the 
complete azimuth on each side. 

The trigger of interest for th1s search requlred at least 2 GeV 
depo~ited energy in the central liquid argon calorimeter and 
at loast one charged particle with a momentum of 650 MeV/c 
tran~verse to the beam d1rection in the central tracking detec
tor 2s found by a fast hardware processor. After processlng 
all the events through the standard CELLO reconstruction programs, 
the following criteria were used for a preselection: 

(i) a total energy of at least 2 GeV in the central liquid 

argon calorimeter. Here IS is the center of mass energy. 

·___,.-~. 
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(2) at least 1 track in the central detector coming from the 

interaction point with a transverse momentum pt > 400 MeVjc, 

one additional track with pt > 120 MeV/c, and a total energy 

of the charged tracks > 0.05 IS. 

(3) a missing transverse momentum pt of all charged and neutral 

particles exceeding 0.15 IS. 

Monojets were selected by the following procedure: 

(1) all particle momenta were projected onto the plane 

perpendicular to the beam axis (rfl projection) 

(2) each event was then divided into two half planes 1n the r~ 

projection by a plane through the interaction point and 

normal to the sphericity axis of the projected momenta 

(3) monojets were defined as events having one hemisphere without 

charged particles and with an electromagnetic energy below 

0.5 GeV. 

The projection onto the r¢-plane was made to eliminate the backgrour 

from events with a strong boost along the beam direction, which 

originate either from initial state radiation with the photon 

escaping along the beampipe or from the collision of 2 virtual 

photons with one or both initial particles escaping along the 

beampipe. Such events tend to have all particles in one hem1sphere, 

but in the r~-projection the 2-jet structure is recovered, since 

pt is approximately balanced if the undetected particles are 

confined to the beampipe region. The projection onto the r¢~plane 

and the large missing momentum required in this plane make 

the background from multihadrons coming from e+e annihilation 

with initial state radiation and from 2 photon collisions 

neglig~ble as was determined from a Monte Carlo simulation. 

A non-negligible background source comes from 11 pairs, of 

which one tau decays into a jet and the other one decays into 

one or two neutrinos and a charged particle which is either 

so soft that it stays inside the beampipe region or it escapes 

in the forward direction or it travel.s opposite to the parent 

tau direction. For our data sample we expect a total of 1.3 

events from this source. 

~~- ~ --· .----' -·- - .. -- -" -_- ._, __ 
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-1 During the first part of the data (11.5 pb ) the hole tagger 

was not completely installed and monoj~t candidates from 

radiative Bhabha events were removed" by requiring that for 

low multiplicities (~ 3) no identified electrons were observed. 

An electron was identified by its shower in the liquid argon 

calorimeter. After this cut a total of 9 monojet candidates 

remained. After scanning them on an interactive graphic display, 

they were all rejected either because they originated from 

beam~gas interactions as was apparent from tracks not pointing 

to the interaction point (4 events), or they were rejected 

because of charged tracks in the ''empty" hemisphere which were 

not found by the reconstruction programs (3 events), or they 

had a clear signal in the hole tagger (2 events). An example 

of such a monojet candidate with a signal in the hole tagger 

is shown in Fig. 1. 

Since no genuine monojets were observed, we can obtain an upper 

limit on the monojet cross section: 

0 (e+e- zo 
virtual xi + X2J N/£ L 

2 
GF Mzo rzo s ((1-4X} + 1} • Br { Z 0 

1 - 2222] 
2 2.(s-Mzo) +Mzofzo 

xi + X2) 

,3/2(1, 2 
mx 1 s 

1 

2 
mx /s) 

2 

Here x1 and x2 are two new hypothetical scalar particles of 

which x1 is assumed to be massless and to escape the detector 

without interactions and x2 is assumed to decay hadronically. 
-5 -2 . 

GF = 1.166 x 10 GeV , Mzo = 93 GeV, fzo = 3 GeV, X = 

( 1 I 

sin 20w = 0.214, Br (Z 0 •Xi+X 2 ) .is the branching rat10 for zo 

into X~ + x2 , assuming x1 and x2 to be massless and A(a,b,c) 

= a 2+b +c 2 -2ab-2bc-2ac is a phase space factor taking the mass 

dependence into account for the available center of mass energy. 

L is our integrated luminosity.· N=3 is the 95% confidence level 

upper limit on the number of monojets, and~ is the efficiency 

to detect monojets with the cuts desc-ribed above. 
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The efficiency has been determined with a complete Monte Carlo 

simulation of our detector using the lund string fragmentation 

scheme 4 ) and taking the radiative corrections to the virtual 

zo exchange into account. We first make the simple assumption 

that X2 has the same coupling to all quark pairs. Hereafter 

we will consider models with different couplings. The efficiency 

is 0.75 at mX ~ 5 GeV, if we assume x
1 to decay promptly, 

so all decay ~roducts come from the interaction point. For 

lifetimes well above 10-ll sec the efficiency will start to 

deteriorate. At higher masses the efficiency drops slowly because 

of th9 smaller Lorentz boost, which causes the jets to become 

broad-!r and have particles in the hemisphere required to be 

empty. At mX = 15 (20) GeV the efficiency has dropped to 0.43 

(0.14). For ~asses below charm threshold the efficiency drops, 

because the fragmentation at such a low mass yields low multi

plici~ies and sometimes only charged or only neutral particles, 

thus reducing the trigger efficiency. At mX = 2 {1) GeV the 

effic~ency is 0.54 (0.43). It should be not~d that for low 

masse:; mX the efficiency calculation becomes somewhat model 

depenrtent 2since.the fragmentation models which are intended 

to fr~gment quarks at centre of mass energies where jets are 

obser''able (> 7 GeV) do not take into account all dynamical 

effec1.s which are expected to take place in the formation of 

reson11nces. Therefore mX masses below 1 GeV were not cons1dered. 
2 

Fig. ;• shows the 95% C.l. upper limit on the monojet cross 

sectic•n and the branching ratio of zo into monojets us1ng the 

effic:encies described above. For masses mX below 15 

95% cc·nfidence level upper limit is below t~e monojet 

GeV the 

cross 
secticn expected for a branching ratio of 3%, whtch 1s the 

order of magnitude for the monojets observed at the pp collider. 

In terms of the specific model Of Ref. 2 the monojets arise 

from the decay of zo into 2 neutral Higgs bosons, hJ and h
2 . 

The branching ratio of zo into h
1 and h

2 
is 0.03•\ 3 2 ·c. The 

factor S measures the mixing in the neutral boson sector 5 l 

and i~ assumed to be close to its maximum value of 1. The mass 
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of tl1e scalar particle h
1 is supposed to be low, so that it 

has ;1 long lifetime and it escapes from the detector before 

1t dr~cays. The pseudoscalar particle h2 decays into quark-

and lepton-pairs (qij and li) with branching rat1os proportional 

to 3 m~B and m~B 6 ), Here B is the fermion velocity and we take 

the current quark masses m of the u, d, s, c and b quarks 
q 

to be 0.0, 0.0, 0.15, 1.6 and 5 GeV, respectively. \\e neglected 

3-bocly decay modes, which are likely to be sma11 2
l. As shown 

in FJ.g. 3, the experimental 95% C.l. upper limit on the cross 

sect:on lS below the theoretical cross section for masses between 

1.2 11nd 13.6 GeV, thus excluding h2 masses in this range. The 

limit. on the cross section at low and high masses is somewhat 

less stringent in Fig. 3 than in Fig. 2 because at Higgs masses 

below 4 GeV h2 fragments mainly into strange quarks. Th~s leads 

to a larger fraction of purely neutral kaon final states, thus 

reducing the trigger efficiency. At high masses the l1mit becomes 

wars~ because h2 fragments mainly into bottom mesons which 

lead to broader jets and are thus less likely to be selected 

as monojets. 

Higgs masses well above bb threshold (- 10 GeV) give an averaged 

char~:ed multiplicity above 7. This seems too high to expla1n 

the ~Al monojets, for which the observed charged multiplicity 

is less than 5 and the charged particle invariant mass is also 

small (< 3.1 GeV). 

A sin·ilar calculation can be performed if the neutral Higgs 

bosors are replaced by their supersymmetric counterparts, the 

~igg~inos, denoted by x1 and x2 . The mass of x1 is assunad 

to bE 0, so that it will be stable and escape the Cetector 

withcut interactions. x2 1s assumed to decay into x1 plus a 

qq pcir via virtual Z0 -exchang:, for which we used the matr1x 

element given 1n Ref. 7. The direct 2-body decay of x2 is for

biddEn, if we assume that the supersymmetric part~cles have 

their own conserved quantum number. In the limit of massless 

spin 1/2 Higgs~nos and assuming no mixing with the supersymmetr1c 

partrers of the photon and zo but a maximum m~x1ng between 

the riggsinos, the total cross section is four times bigger 

than the corresponding cross section for Higgs bosons 

' 
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production?) and the differential cross section is proportional 

to 1 + cos 2o instead of sin 20. The hadronic final states are 

determined by the coupling of quarks to the zo and the available 

phase space, which leads to a hadronic branching ratio of 50-70~ 

for >z masses between 2 and 20 GeV. The theoretical Higgsino 

cross section is above the ··xperimental 95% C.L. upper limit 

for ) 2 masses between 1.5 and 19.5 GeV (see Fig. 4}, thus 

excluding x2 masses in this range. 

In conclusion, the non-observation of monojets in e+e- annlhi

lation makes it unlikely that the monojets observed in pp 

collJsions originate from unusual zo decays. Similar conclusions 

have been reached by other collaborations 8 ) . 
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~re Captions 

Fig. 1: An example of a monojet candidate. The event was re~ected 
because of a photon (wiggled line) in the hole tagger. 

Fig. 2: The monojet cross section as function of the nass of 
the heaviest of the two hypothetical particles x

1 
and 

X2 . x1 is assumed to be massless and escapes the detector 
w1thout interactions and x2 is assumed to~fragment 
randomly into the kinematically allowed qq pairs. 
The dashed curve was calculated from Eq. 1 with 
Br(Z 0 ~X 1 + x

2 ) = 3%. 

Fig. 3: As in Fig. 2 with x1 and x2 replaced by neutral Higgs 
bosons. 

Fig. 4: As in Fig. 2 with x1 and x2 replaced-by neutral Higgs1nos. 
At low values of mx th1s cross section is four t1mes 

larger than in Figs~ 2 and 3 for the mixing conditions 
described in the text. 
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